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Gulf will traverse Beloochistan and join the Indian 
system at Hyderabad. It is supposed that nine-tenths 
of the voyagers will take this line, as it is three times 
as short and also more economical than the sea route_ 
In this case one can go from Paris to Tonkin in 15 
days, and from Hamburg to Calcutta in 12 days. The 
question of local traffic is an important one, .as the 
territory traversed has a population of over 20,000,000, 
and when it is united to Europe it may become a 
source of cereal and other food products. Cotton cul
ture is to be rapidly developed, and the abundant 
sources of naphtha which have been lately discovered 
near the site of Babylon are to be worked. 

AutoIDobtle New8. 

A novel and ingenious traction system is to be in
augurated upon the old Corniche ROad, from Nice to 
the convent of Laghet, passing by La Turbie. No 
rails will be laid. The vehicles are to be practically large 
electric motor cars minus accumulators. The motor is 
to receive its electrical power from overhead wires. 
The current will be supplied from a central electrical 
station. It will pass through two parallel aerial wires 
supported by posts. One wire will be used by the 
ascending, and the other by the descending vehicle. 
Great economy of enE;lrgy will thus be obtained, be
sides the gain of all the space, and the avoidance of the 
weight of accumulators. One feature of the system is 
the ease with which the motor-cars will make way, or 
pass round any carriage or other obstacle they may 
encounter, the connecting wire being sufficiently long 
to allow of such deviations. 

During the maneuvers of the Second corps of the 
Swiss army, five automobiles were used, and the 
government is greatly pleased with their perform
ance. 'rhey were all of the gasoline type, and com
prised three Peugeot machines (one phaeton and two 
hauling wagons), one Panhard & Levassor and one 
Daimler. The automobiles were hired by the gov
ernment at the rate of $5 per day, the latter fur
nishing the gasoline and other supplies. The con
ductors received the pay of under-officers, besides 
the usual amount allowed for special duty. After 
the maneuvers the government paid the sum of $240 
for the depreciation of the five machines. Each of 
these had made an average of 600 miles with a con
sumption of 25 gallons of gasoline. It is supposed 
that in view of the excellent services which these 
machines have rendered during the maneuvers, the 
Federal Council will ask for the credits necessary to 
provide an automobile for each of the army corps. 

The Paris-Vienna race is to be the great event of 
next year_ It has been decided upon at a recent 
meeting of the Automobile Club of France, on re
ceipt of a communication from the Austrian Club. 
The latter refers to the discussion which Dr. Richard 
de Stern, representing the club, had with Baron de 
Zuylen, President of the French Club, upon this 
subject at Berlin, and thinks that after the Paris
Berlin, the Paris-Vienna race would be next in the 
order of progress. It proposes to choose the route 
from Paris by way of Switzerland and Bavaria, to 
Salzburg and Vienna. If the authorities forbid the 
race in France, it is proposed to proceed as far as 
the frontier as simple tourists and from there com
mence the race proper. At Vienna will be organized 
a series of automobile fetes, including a mile and a 
kilometer dash. This communication was received 
with enthusiasm by the Paris Club, and the date 
fixed for the beginning of July next. The details of 
the race will be decided later. 

The results of the extensive trials of motor vehicles 
held at Liverpool last June under the auspices of 
the Liverpool Self-Propelled Traffic Association have 
been issued. There were four classes for competition 
and the judges have made the awards as follows: 
Class A (load 1% tons, tare two tons, platform area 45 
square feet, speed eight miles per hour )�G. F. Milnes 
& Co., Balderton Street, London, gold medal. Class B 
(load five tons, tare three tons, platform area 75 square 
feet, speed five miles per hour)-Lancashire Steam 
Motor Company, Leyland, near Preston, Lancashire, 
gold medal. Class C (five tons, no tare limit, platform 
area 95 square feet, speed five miles per hour)
Thornycroft Steam Wagon Company, Limited, Chis
wick, London. Class D (load four tons, no tare limit, 
platform area not specified, speed five miles per hour) 
-Thornycroft Company, gold medal; T. Coulthard & 

Co., Limited, Preston, Lancashire, gold medal; Mann 
Patent Steam Cart and Wagon Company, Limited, 
Leeds, silver medal. In the course of their report upon 
the trials the judges state that there is a gradual and 
marked improvement in the construction and behavior 
of heavy motor traffic vehicles since the first trials 
held three years ago and r.eliance may be placed upon 
the systems to which gold medals have been awarded 
for regular employment in general haulage operations, 
where due care and supervision are exercised. The 
system to which a silver medal has been awarded will 
give satisfactory results, subject to the pOints named 
in connection with the awards. 

Scientific American 

A SIMPLE MECHAN�CAL NAILcPULLER. 
It has never been an easy matter, even with the most 

approved appliances, to draw the fastening-nails of 
boxes or the like. Mr. John B. Salo, 445 W. 50th St., New 
York city, has devised a nail-puller of ingenious form, 
designed to afford a ready means for extracting nails. 

The device consists of a frame from which a leg 
extends downwardly to be en
gaged with a box from which 
a nail is to be drawn. A 
draw-rod is held to slide in 
the frame and in a tubular 
handle carried by the frame. 
A horizontally - journaled 
crank-shaft mounted in the 
frame carries a segmental 
bevel-gear meshing with a' 
bevel-pinion which rotates 
with the draw-rod, but is 
splined thereon so that the 
draw-rod can be raised with
out affecting the pinion. A 
lug on the draw-rod is con
nected by a link and wrist
pin with the segmental bevel
gear. At Its lower end, the 
draw-rod is provided with 
pivoted jaws inclosed in a 
shell and connected at their 
upper ends by links. The 
jaws have their inner surface 
corrugated in order to grasp 
the nail firmly, and their 
outer surfaces formed with 
auger-like threads. 

In drawing a nail, the leg 
is placed upon the box. 

THE SALO NAIL. Grasping the handle with one 
PULLER. hand and rotating the crank 

with the other, the jaws, by 
means of their auger-like formation, will be fed into 
the wood until the toothed portion of the segmental 
bevel gear has passed the pinion. Thereupon the link 
connecting the bevel-gear with the draw-rod will cause 
the draw-rod to move upward, causing the jaws tightly 
to engage the head of the nail, so that as the rod 
moves upward the nail is pulled. 

• • • 

METHOD OF UNLOADING PASSENGERS FROM MOVING 
TRAINS. 

Among the patents which have been recently granted 
In the United States may be mentioned one issued to 
Mr. John W. Jenkins, of 124 Front Street, New York 
city, for an interesting system whereby passengers 
are to be discharged from a train without the neces
sity of stopping at stations. The characteristic feature 
of the invention resides in the employment of a num
ber of "saddle cars." which are successively taken up 
and dropped from the moving train and through the 

METHOD OF UNLOADING PASSENGERS FROM MOVING 
TRAINS. 

medium of which passengers may enter or leave a train 
without interrupting its movement. 

The railway cars employed are of the usual construc
tion. Each car is provided on its roof with two rails, 
and the cars run on standard rails commonly em
ployed. The rails on the roof of the car have their 
ends projected beyond the ends of the cars and grooved 
laterally, so that the continuity of the track formed on 
the roof of the cars will not be broken on a curve. 
These roof rails serve the purpose of receiving the sad
dle car. Alongside of the rails upon which the pas· 
senger car runs are arranged two rails which receive 
lower flanged wheels on the saddle car. These auxi-
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liary track rails do not extend continuously through
out the length of the railroad track, but are located 
only at the stations at which it is desired to load and 
unload the passengers. The auxiliary track rails are 
each provided with raised portions adjacent to the 
ends toward which the car is moved, and the ends 
of these ,auxiliary rails are tapered. The saddle car 
itself consists of a skeleton-like structure which is de
signed to straddle the passenger cars so that the train 
may pass thereunder. The saddle car also includes 
a compartment by which the passengers pass to and 
from the train. The saddle car at its top is pro
vided with broad-faced wheels which are arranged to 
run on the roof rails of the passenger car. When 
these broad-faced wheels are engaged with the roof 
rails, the saddle car will be lifted off the auxiliary 
track rails, but the raised parts of these auxiliary 
rails are sufficiently elevated to lift the entire 
saddle car from the passenger train when the lower 
wheels of the saddle car engage the high parts of 
the auxiliary rails, and in so raising the saddle car, 
to lift the upper broad-faced wheels off the roof rails. 
As our illustration shows, the roof rails on the front 
of the car are tapered downward so that they will 
readily engage under the broad-faced wheels. One 
of the saddle cars is to be placed at each station on 
the road. As the train approaches the station, the 
tapered ends of the roof rails will run under the 
broad-faced upper wheels of the saddle car, and the 
saddle car will be lifted off the auxiliary track rails 
and carried away with the train. The saddle car will 
ride along the top of the train, and by the time it has 
got to the last car will have assumed the momentum of 
the train. The saddle car and train will be locked 
together, and then the passengers can pass from one 
to the other. As the train approaches the next sta
tion, the lower wheels of the saddle car will engage 
the raised part of the auxiliary rails and the saddle 
car will be lifted off the train, thus permitting the 
train to pass on and leave the saddle car at the sta
tion'. When the saddle car is thus drl>pped, the train 
immediately runs into a second saddle 'Car placed on 
the other end portions of the auxiliary track rails and 
takes the second saddle car up witb its passengers. 
This operation is repeated at each station, one saddle 
car being left at each station and one saddle car being 
taken up. By this arrangement the train may move 
without a stop through the length of the road. The 
saddle cars, of course, are provided with brakes to ar
rest their movement at the desired point. 

The inventor claims various merits for his system, 
of which we may be permitted to mention a few. The 
number of cars to be used for a road materially reduces 
the number of trains, by reason of the increased speed. 
That the running time of the train over the road will 
be very considerably shortened, is self-evident. More
over, one train will be able to make many trips in a 
day. This system is to be used not so much for in
terurban traffic as for suburban traffic, for the purpose 
of enabling residents without the city to reach their 
destination as quickly as possible. The effect on the 
value of real estate is also not to be underestimated. 
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Preserve Your Paper ... 

By taking a little trouble, when a paper first comes 
to hand, it may be preserved to form a permanent and 
valuable addition to the reading matter with which all 
families and individuals should be supplied. We fur
nish a neat and attractive cloth board binder, which 
will be sent by mail, prepaid, for $1.50. It has good 
strong covers, on which' the name SCIENTIFIC AMERI

CAN or SCIENTIFIC A1IIERICAN SUPPLEMENT is stamped 
in gold, and means by which the numbers may be 
securely held as in a bound book. One, binder may 
thus be made serviceable for several years, and when 
the succcessive volumes, as they are completed, are 
bound in permanent form, the subscriber ultimately 
finds himself, for a moderate cost, in possession of a 
most valuable addition to any library, embracing a 
wide variety of scientific and general information, and 
timely and original illustrations. Save your papers. 
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The Current SuppleIDent. 

The current SUPPLEMENT, No. 1357, has for its lead
ing article "The Building of Modern Locomotives," 
accompanied by a number of most interesting engrav
ings. This is the first installment. "The Practical 
Building of Lowland Protections" is by Percy H. Wil· 
son, and is accompanied by elaborate diagrams. "Me
chanical Shipment of Coal" describes an ingenious 
method adopted on the Continent. "Weight and 
Capacity in Locomotives With Vanderbilt Boilers and 
Tenders" gives valuable information relative to this 
interesting type. "Physiology" is one of the open· 
ing addresses at the British Association and is by 
Pr of. John G. McKendrick, M7D., LL.D., F.R.S. "Re
cent Excavations of the Temple of Aegina" is by Prof. 
Rufus B. Richardson. "Relations Between Geology 
of Petroleum . and Its Origin" is a particularly timely 
article. The usual Trade Notes and, Receipts and Trade 
Suggestions from United States Consuls are published. 
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